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Abstract

With the development in cognitive science and Large Language Models (LLMs), increasing
connections have come to light between these two distinct fields. Building upon these connections,
we propose a conjecture suggesting the existence of a duality between LLMs and Tulving’s theory
of memory. We identify a potential correspondence between Tulving’s synergistic ecphory model
(SEM) of retrieval and the emergent abilities observed in LLMs, serving as supporting evidence for
our conjecture. Furthermore, we speculate that consciousness may be considered a form of emergent
ability based on this duality. We also discuss how other theories of consciousness intersect with our
research.

1 Introduction

Consciousness, one of the oldest mysteries, has intrigued humanity for millennia. However, for a long
time, the exploration of consciousness remained within armchair philosophy. Serious scientific research
into consciousness began in the last century, and it has since evolved into a complex and intricate field
of study (Seth and Bayne, 2022). On the other hand, despite our lack of understanding regarding
the underlying principles, LLM demonstrates astonishing capabilities across a wide range of tasks
(Wei et al., 2022). These two topics originate from distinct research areas, but there is a growing
willingness to discuss them together. Such discussion leads to an unavoidable question: Can artificial
intelligence(AI) like LLMs become conscious? This question has been discussed in some recent papers
like (Butlin et al., 2023; LeDoux et al., 2023).

Instead of addressing this question directly, let’s consider it from another perspective: What do
we, as conscious human beings, have in common with LLMs? The answer that immediately comes
to mind is memory. The study of memories in LLMs is crucial for solving issues like catastrophic
forgetting and hallucination. Moreover, there exists a profound connection between memory and
consciousness, as elucidated by Tulving’s research in the last century (Tulving, 1985). During our
research on memories in LLM and in Tulving’s theory of memory, we have uncovered a series of
intriguing coincidences between these two seemingly disparate subjects. Based on these coincidences,
we propose a bold conjecture suggesting the presence of a duality between Tulving’s memory theory
and various memories in LLM. This duality leads us to attribute the relationship between memory
and consciousness in Tulving’s theory as an emergent ability.

The structure of this paper is outlined as follows: In Section 2, we introduce Tulving’s theory
of memory and consciousness. In Section 3, we propose a conjecture suggesting the existence of a
duality between memories in LLM and those in Tulving’s theory. We provide a detailed explanation
of how each type of memory corresponds between these two distinct areas. In Section 4, building
upon this duality, we establish a potential correspondence between the synergistic ecphory model of
retrieval and emergent ability. Additionally, we present supporting evidence for our argument. In
Section 5, we further speculate that consciousness is a form of emergent ability, drawing upon our
previous arguments and other corroborating evidence. Finally, in Section 6, we further discuss our
consciousness theory.
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2 Tulving’s Theory of Memory and Consciousness

Various methods exist for categorizing different types of memories. In 1963, Melton distinguished
between three essential steps in the learning and memory process: encoding, storage, and retrieval
(Melton, 1963). Memories can also be classified based on the duration for which information remains
accessible: sensory memory, short-term memory, and long-term memory (Atkinson and Shiffrin, 1968).

However, in this paper, we adhere to Tulving’s theory of memory, which categorizes memories
based on the properties of their content. Tulving proposed this distinction in his work (Tulving,
1985; Tulving et al., 1972), identifying three distinct types of memories: procedural, semantic, and
episodic. Procedural memory pertains to how tasks and actions are performed. Semantic memory
involves the storage of symbolically representable knowledge about the world. Episodic memory
plays a role in remembering personally experienced events. Psychologists have continued to explore
better ways to delineate these distinctions, but Tulving’s framework remains a cornerstone in the field
(De Brigard et al., 2022). It’s important to note that such a distinction represents a choice of scientific
perspective, which is neither inherently right nor wrong but rather convenient. It has proven to be
highly appropriate for studying memory.

Memory system Consciousness

Episodic ⇐⇒ Autonoetic
↓ ↓

Semantic ⇐⇒ Noetic
↓ ↓

Procedural ⇐⇒ Anoetic

Table 1: A schematic diagram of the relation between memory systems and varieties of consciousness.

In Tulving’s theory, each of the three memory systems is characterized by a different form of
consciousness: anoetic (non-knowing), noetic (knowing), and autonoetic (self-knowing). Table.1 illus-
trates these relationships. A classic example of procedural memory is riding a bicycle. When you ride
a bicycle, it doesn’t trigger memories of your previous experiences, and you don’t need to consciously
think about how to ride. Semantic memory pertains to general knowledge, such as remembering that
The capital of France is Paris. Episodic memory encompasses personally experienced events.

3 Duality between LLM and Tulving’s Theory of Memory

Duality is a very powerful tool that is widely used in the fields of physics and math. Fundamentally,
duality gives two different points of view of looking at the same object. Many things have two different
points of view and in principle they are all dualities (Atiyah, 2007). In a broad sense, this is also an
approach from a scientific perspective. It excels in the construction of new theories based on some
existing theories. In this paper, we propose a conjecture suggesting the existence of a duality between
LLMs and Tulving’s theory of memory. We now proceed to explain how and why this duality is
plausible.

We begin by examining the memory systems within these two theories. In our previous discussion,
we outlined the various types of memory in Tulving’s theory. The question now is whether we can
identify corresponding memories in LLM. First, it’s important to note that LLM is renowned for its
extensive knowledge reservoir. LLMs acquire knowledge through either pre-training or fine-tuning
processes, implicitly storing it within their parameters. This type of knowledge aligns with the def-
inition of semantic memory. When it comes to procedural memory, LLM does not have procedural
memories in the traditional sense, like riding a bike or playing basketball. However, there are analo-
gous behaviors. For instance, LLM is capable of recognizing the need to insert a line break ”\n” at
the end of each paragraph. Additionally, through fine-tuning, it is possible to introduce catchphrases
into LLM’s responses, such as instructing it to append ”Meow” to the end of each sentence.

Identifying the corresponding memory for episodic memory in LLM is of paramount importance.
For episodic memory, an essential aspect has been discussed in Tulving’s work. Tulving(Budson et al.,
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2022; Tulving, 1985) defined episodic memory as a set of processes that enable us to mentally time-
travel and re-experience past moments. These processes involve the initial intake of information from
our sensory stores and working memory, followed by the creation of a mental representation of a specific
moment in time. In the realm of Natural Language Processing (NLP), we interpret such a description
to refer to ”time-series” information. We can no longer retain episodic memories in the same manner
as we can with the other two types of memory. This is primarily because the current architecture of
LLM cannot store time-series data within its parameters. In other words, when you store a date by
fine-tuning, it serves merely as a numerical value for the LLMs, rather than representing a genuine
recollection of the past.

Coincidentally, there is another element that plays the role of episodic memory perfectly: the input
context. Input context refers to the tokens or words that the model considers when making next-token
predictions. Due to the autoregressive sampling design of the LLM and the positional embedding in
the Transformer, the chromatic (time-series) information is provided to the LLM, satisfying our need
for episodic memory. Thus, we have successfully established a correspondence between the memories
in the LLM and Tulving’s theory as Table.(2) shows.

Similar attempts to establish a correspondence between memory in psychology and memory in
LLM have been made in many articles about LLM agents (Weng, 2023). However, their arguments
are based on intuition and the assumption of the current limitation in LLM memory. It is another
”bitter lesson”(Sutton, 2019) happening right now.

LLM Memory Memory system

Input context ⇐⇒ Episodic
↓ ↓

Memory by pre-train/finetune ⇐⇒ Semantic
↓ ↓

Memory by pre-train/finetune ⇐⇒ Procedural

Table 2: A schematic diagram of the relation between memory systems and varieties of consciousness.

Formally proving this duality will be exceedingly challenging. However, once this duality is estab-
lished, additional correspondences will emerge spontaneously. For instance, Tulving’s papers(Tulving,
1985, 2002) offer case studies of amnesic patients, some of whom exhibit behavior closely resembling
that of a LLM with limited context length. Offering additional correspondence with evidence like
this can significantly bolster our conjecture. Two more pieces of supporting evidence are provided in
Appendix A and the following section.

4 Synergistic-Ecphory-Model/Emergent-Ability Correspondence

The emergent abilities of LLMs have been extensively studied and discussed in previous research (Lu
et al., 2023; Schaeffer et al., 2023; Wei et al., 2022). Generally, emergent abilities of large language
models as abilities that are not present in smaller-scale models but are present in large-scale models.
In essence, the philosophy behind the emergent abilities of LLM is mainly the so-called “more is differ-
ent” by famous physicist Philip Anderson (Anderson, 1972). Unfortunately, the precise mechanisms
underlying these emergent abilities remain unknown.

In the last section, we tried to establish a duality between LLM and Tulving’s memory theory.
Based on this duality, we can anticipate that the emergent abilities observed in LLM will align with
corresponding theories within Tulving’s memory framework. Coincidently, such a theory does indeed
exist, known as the synergistic ecphory model (SEM) of retrieval.

In Tulving’s paper(Tulving, 1982, 1985), he introduces the SEM to explain how knowledge about
past events can be recovered from the episodic system and the semantic system. A comprehensive
description of this model can be found in (Tulving, 1982). Here we just provide a concise summary
of it. A process of ecphory is the process of how appropriate information is extracted from the cue
and brought into interaction with the stored episodic information. The product of a successful act of
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(a) General emergent ability

(b) In context learning

Figure 1: Schematic diagrams of synergistic ecphory model of retrieval corresponding to (a) general emergent
ability and (b) in-context learning.

ecphory is referred to as ecphoric information. A schematic description of the model is shown in the left
panel of Fig.(1a). The horizontal axis of the coordinate system represents episodic trace information
and the vertical axis represents semantic retrieval information. The two axes of the coordinate system
represent both the quantity and quality of trace information and retrieval information. The two curved
lines in the diagram represent two conversion thresholds, the lower for familiarity judgments of the
kind made in the recognition task, and the upper for the production of the name of the retrieved item-
event, as required in the recall task. The two conversion thresholds divide the total space of ecphoric
information into three regions. Region 1: The region below the familiarity threshold consists of
ensembles of ecphoric information that are insufficient for recognition. Region 2: The region between
the two thresholds represents bundles of ecphoric information that contain and provide sufficient
evidence for making positive familiarity judgments but insufficient evidence for the construction of
the name of the original item-event. Region 3: The region above the naming threshold represents
ecphoric information that is sufficient for the production of the name of the target event. The shape
of conversion thresholds in the diagram is arbitrary, but it must satisfy two features: The thresholds
are asymptotic with the two coordinate axes. The naming threshold must be above the familiarity
threshold.

Next, we establish a correspondence between the SEM and emergent abilities as follows: Ecphoric
information corresponds to emergent abilities. This is possible because abilities are not fundamentally
different from information for a neural network. Episodic trace information corresponds to the input
context, and semantic retrieval information corresponds to the knowledge stored through pre-training
and fine-tuning, as previously discussed. Therefore, the horizontal axis represents the length and
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quality of the input context, while the vertical axis represents the model size, amount of training data,
training duration, and more.

The blue line in Fig.(1a) has the same horizontal axis value, indicating that we are using identical
trace information. In the context of LLM, this implies the application of a specific prompting strategy.
Then we increase the vertical axis value from A1 to D1, signifying an increase in either the model’s
size or the amount of training data. As we transition from A1 to B1, we remain within Region
1, where the ecphoric information (emergent ability) remains unattained. Progressing from B1 to
C1, we enter Region 2 and attain some familiarity with ecphoric information, although it remains
insufficient to fully realize this ability. Consequently, we observe an improvement in performance as
the model size increases. Transitioning from C1 to D1 places us in Region 3, where the ecphoric
information (emergent abilities) is fully achieved, rendering further improvement unlikely. We draw
the performance curve on the right panel of Fig.(1a), which aligns with performance curves of most
emergent abilities. Similarly, we observe a correspondence between the SEM and in-context learning
in LLM, as illustrated in Fig.(1b). This correspondence also explains why LLM can function as a
few-shot learner, as demonstrated in the plot. The same deduction can be applied to other few-shot
prompting methods, such as the chain of thought.

Here we provide some evidence that supports our conjecture regarding this correspondence. It has
been demonstrated that emergent performance does not manifest in the absence of in-context learning
(Lu et al., 2023). This distinction arises because the ecphoric process requires both trace information
(input context) and retrieval information (model size/quality). Additionally, it has been observed that
Large Language Models (LLMs) do not learn new tasks during test time (Min et al., 2022). Their
analysis shows that the model may ignore the task defined by the demonstrations and instead use
prior from pertaining. This phenomenon can be better understood in the view of the ecphory process.
Furthermore, we have noticed that several other papers align with our conjecture: (Chan et al., 2022;
Wang et al., 2023).

It’s important to emphasize that we are not attempting to assert that ”Emergent ability is merely
the retrieval of memory.” Our intention is simply to illustrate the connection between the SEM and
emergent ability. It is also conceivable that ”Memory retrieval is a form of emergent ability.” However,
this topic lies beyond the scope of our current discussion.

5 Consciousness as an Emergent Ability

So far, all the emergent abilities we have observed have originated from LLMs with substantial model
sizes and extensive training data. However, if our theory regarding the correlation between the SEM of
retrieval and the emergent abilities of LLMs is accurate, we should also anticipate witnessing emergent
abilities generated by smaller models with significantly extended context lengths, as illustrated in
Fig.(2). We firmly believe that such emergent abilities do indeed exist, and one plausible candidate
among them is consciousness. (In this section, consciousness refers to the widely discussed general
consciousness, closely related to Tulving’s concept of autonoetic consciousness. )

Here are some reasons to support this statement. First, as we discussed in section 3, each of the
three memory systems is characterized by a different kind of consciousness. However, Tulving did not
make a clear statement of how different consciousnesses are connected to different memories. Based on
our analysis in the previous section, we believe that it is very likely that consciousness will appear in
the way of emergent abilities once a sufficient reservoir of long-term memory is established. Secondly,
psychologists have long been aware that infants do not exhibit self-awareness until they reach ap-
proximately two years of age (Kagan, 1984; Lewis, 1995). The emergence of an infant’s consciousness
remains unclear, but it is reasonable to speculate that their level of consciousness develops in conjunc-
tion with their memory capacity. A baby’s ability to become self-aware depends on having sufficient
memory and other cognitive abilities. Lastly, consciousness is not an exceedingly advanced function in
nature. Many animals exhibit consciousness even though their level of intelligence is quite low (Low
et al., 2012). Thus, a smaller model should not be a problem for the existence of consciousness.

Until now, there is no evidence suggesting the development of a potential emergent ability arising
from an extended input context. Here, we will present three reasons to explain why this emergence
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Figure 2: Schematic diagrams of synergistic ecphory model of retrieval corresponding to some unknown emer-
gence ability.

has not been observed yet. Additionally, this discussion outlines the future research direction in this
field.

• The current context length remains insufficient for the development of an emergent ability. One
characteristic of emergent abilities is that performance is near-random until a certain criti-
cal threshold of scale is reached, after which performance increases to substantially above ran-
dom.(Wei et al., 2022) However, we do not yet know what this threshold should be, which implies
it could be a very large number. Nevertheless, due to the quadratic complexity of transform-
ers, most of the current Large Language Models (LLMs) have a maximum context length of
4k to 16k tokens. A few LLMs have now achieved approximately 100k tokens, but even this
extended length may still not suffice to generate the emergent ability. One potential solution to
this problem is to employ a linear complexity architecture, such as RWKV(Peng et al., 2023) or
Mamba(Gu and Dao, 2023), to attain an infinite context length. In fact, for these State Space
Models (SSMs), one notable property is that their context memory typically decays exponen-
tially over time. Coincidently, short-term memory also generally exhibits exponential decay over
time in psychological studies (Peterson and Peterson, 1959).

• Input context and training data are distinct entities. Both CLS, as discussed in Appendix A,
and SEM, as described in Section 4, directly or indirectly suggest a strong connection between
episodic memory and semantic memory. However, current LLMs are typically trained on random
information from the internet, which is often unrelated to the input context. A data-dependent
decay method, as introduced in some current SSMs(Gu and Dao, 2023), appears to alleviate
this issue by removing unrelated context memories while retaining the strongly related ones.
However, in an ideal scenario, all training data should either fully or partially align with the
input context, similar to the CLS approach.

• Current examination metrics cannot accurately assess the presence of emergent abilities over an
extended context. As indicated by reference (Schaeffer et al., 2023), the assessment of emergent
abilities is greatly affected by the choice of metrics and testing methods. Certain tests, like the
one outlined in (lon), are typically geared toward evaluating the accuracy of the task. Neverthe-
less, when it comes to assessing ambiguous emergent abilities, such as consciousness, innovative
testing approaches may be required.

6 Discussion

The theoretical framework of ”consciousness as an emergent ability” primarily relies on the duality
between LLM and Tulving’s theory of memory. It is commonly believed that consciousness exists
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in a unitary state, with one notable exception being Tulving’s tripartite taxonomy of ”autonoetic,”
”noetic,” and ”anoetic” consciousness. Given the broad scope of Tulving’s theory, LeDoux and Birch
invited ten leading experts to approach questions regarding the consciousness of AI and animals
within Tulving’s framework (LeDoux et al., 2023). Their discussion illustrates that Tulving’s theory
of memory consciousness is well-suited for addressing the issue of consciousness in humans, animals,
and AI. It prompts us to think further about Tulving’s theory of memory and leads us to explore the
duality between LLM and Tulving’s theory.

In Tulving’s theory, he argues that consciousness is best discussed at the level of memory. This
point is particularly crucial. There are various competing theories of consciousness: The Integrated
Information Theory (IIT) begins with the phenomenal experience of consciousness and posits that
consciousness can be understood in terms of ’cause-effect power’ associated with irreducible maxima
of integrated information generated by physical systems. The Global Neuronal Workspace Theory
(GNWT) suggests that sensory information gains access to consciousness when it is ’broadcast’ within
the neuronal workspace. However, these theories of consciousness cannot overcome the hard problem of
consciousness. The issue arises from the attempt to investigate consciousness directly through the lens
of information, which primarily deals with the easy problem, rather than addressing the hard problem.
By contrast, Tulving’s theory of consciousness is rooted in the memory system, the measurements of
which are well-known to us, rather than being directly tied to information. Thus, for Tulving’s theory,
the hard problem of consciousness is less prominent. Although GNWT emphasizes the role of memory
and attention, it needs further explanation regarding the so-called process of ignition, which will be
revisited from the perspective of information.

The theory of ”consciousness as an emergent ability” differs from the theory of consciousness as
an ”emergent property” of matter. The former falls within the realm of cognitive science, while the
latter pertains to the philosophy of mind. When we discuss consciousness as an ”emergent property”
of matter, we are attempting to address the ”mind-body” problem, a topic within metaphysics. Even
if one were to substitute ”matter” with ”life + special neurobiological features”, it would still be
a metaphysical perspective (Feinberg and Mallatt, 2020). Cognitive science is an interdisciplinary
field that explores the realms of mind and intelligence, encompassing philosophy, psychology, artificial
intelligence, neuroscience, linguistics, and anthropology. Its foundation lies in the mind-computer
analogy, which has evolved into a complex 3-way analogy involving the mind, the brain, and comput-
ers (Thagard, 2023). As a scientific phenomenological theory, ”consciousness as an emergent ability”
encompasses both human consciousness as an emergent ability and the consciousness of LLM as an
emergent ability. This theory possesses a relatively comprehensive theoretical framework, comprising
empirical phenomena, mathematical relationships, phenomenological models, and fundamental theo-
ries from a bottom-up perspective. It encompasses the differentiation of consciousness within three
memory systems, the duality between LLM and Tulving’s theory of memory, the correspondence be-
tween the SEM and the emergent ability of LLM, and the concept of consciousness as an emergent
ability. Moreover, this theory can elucidate conscious phenomena in humans and predict the emergence
of conscious phenomena in LLM.

One crucial point to emphasize is the significance of the concept of time series. In Kant’s philo-
sophical framework, there exists a transcendental nature of time: time serves as a form of Anschau-
ungsformen, i.e., a form of the intuition of our self and our inner state, playing a fundamental role in
determining inner intuition to represent the temporal sequence of all objects of senses, just as space
does for intuition. Without spatial intuitive forms, we would be unable to perceive the spatial arrange-
ment of the external world. Similarly, without time as a form of inner sense, we would struggle to
grasp the chronological sequence of events. Consequently, it becomes apparent that the input context
functioning as episodic memory is essential within this understanding of time series. This concept
serves as the foundation of the duality.

7 Conclusion and Future Study

The understanding of human cognition has consistently served as a source of inspiration for AI research.
Meanwhile, scholars explore cognitive science by drawing analogies between the human mind, the brain,
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and computers. Based on Tulving’s memory theory, we try to refine these analogies into a duality
framework. Guided by this duality relationship, we uncover a potential correspondence between SEM
and the emergence ability. Consequently, we propose a theory of consciousness as an emergent ability,
applicable not only to human consciousness but also to potential LLM consciousness. The study
of human consciousness as an emergent ability and the study of AI consciousness as an emergent
ability mutually bolster and inspire one another, contributing to the resolution of consciousness-
related challenges. The research presented in this article predominantly adopts a phenomenological
approach, which currently represents one of the most effective methods for investigating the enigmatic
workings of the human brain and LLMs.

For future studies, while we have presented a series of pieces of supporting evidence based on the
work of others, conducting additional direct experiments is of utmost importance at this juncture.
One potential experiment is to quantitatively establish the familiarity threshold curve and naming
threshold for a specific emergent ability within LLM. If such a curve indeed exists, it would serve as
compelling evidence for our conjecture. As we discussed in section 5, SSMs exhibit a strong alignment
with our theory. This architecture is very likely to be the one that attains emergent abilities through
the extension of context length, rather than the scaling of model size. We should pay more attention
to SSMs. Furthermore, this work is also crucial for the field of AI safety. If our hypotheses are
correct, restricting the context length will be a highly efficient way to avoid some potential risks while
maintaining performance on LLMs.

If further research substantiates our conjecture of the existence of a duality between LLMs and
Tulving’s theory of memory, we propose naming this duality the Tulving-LLM duality in memory of
the late and esteemed experimental psychologist and cognitive neuroscientist, Endel Tulving, who
passed away a few months ago.
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A Appendix A: Complementary Learning Systems (CLS) and LLM

The Complementary Learning Systems (CLS) theory in cognitive neuroscience proposes that the brain
has two interconnected systems for learning and memory, each with distinct functions. The Hippocam-
pal System, centered in hippocampus, is crucial for creating new, episodic memories, allowing for quick
learning and temporary information storage. The Neocortical System, involving the neocortex, excels
in the slow integration and long-term storage of information, effectively consolidating knowledge over
time. These systems operate in tandem: the hippocampal system rapidly acquires new information,
which is then transferred to the neocortical system for permanent storage and integration with existing
knowledge. This synergy explains the quick learning of new information but also the need for time to
achieve deep understanding and retention.

CLS is consistent with the memory system in LLM. We can describe the entire process in the
language of LLM as follows: Fresh information enters the memory system initially as the input con-
text. Information and knowledge are subsequently consolidated from the input context to avoid data
contamination. The consolidated results are then stored within parameters through fine-tuning. This
establishes correspondences between the input context and the hippocampal system, as well as between
the neural network in LLM and the neocortical system.

For a long time, there has been a prevailing belief that the hippocampal system is primarily
responsible for short-term memory storage. However, recent studies have challenged this notion by
demonstrating its capacity to store long-term memory as well. Several new theories have emerged to
explain this phenomenon (Sun et al., 2023; Yonelinas et al., 2019). Correspondingly, it is essential
to consider the inclusion of long-term memory within the input context. These long-term episodic
memories play a pivotal role in the synergistic ecphory process discussed in section 4.
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